Hydrogen bonding in water clusters and their ionized counterparts.
Ab initio and DFT computations were carried out on four distinct hydrogen-bonded arrangements of water clusters (H(2)O)(n), n = 2-20, represented as W1D, W2D, W2DH, and W3D. The variation in the strength of hydrogen bond as a function of the chain length is studied. In all the four cases, there is a substantial cooperative interaction, albeit in different degrees. The effect of basis set superposition error (BSSE) on the complexation energy of water clusters has been analyzed. Atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis performed to evaluate the nature of the hydrogen bonding shows a high correlation between hydrogen bond strength and the trends in complexation energy. Solvated water clusters exhibit lower complexation energies compared to corresponding gas-phase geometries on PCM (polarized continuum model) optimization. The feasibility of stripping an electron or addition of an electron increases dramatically as the cluster size increases. Although W3D caged structures are stable for neutral clusters, the helical W2DH arrangement appeared to be an optimal choice for its ionized counterparts.